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A non-commutative theory of stochastic integration is constructed in which the 
integrators are the components of the quantum Brownian motion with non-unit 
variance. Unlike the unit variance (Fock) case, there is a Kunita-Watanabe type 
representation theorem for processes which are martingales with respect to the 
generated filtration. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODLJCTI~N 
In 163 a non-commutative theory of stochastic integration was constructed 
in which the integrators in the simplest case are the operator-valued 
processes A:, A, and A where 
are the Fock creation and annihilation operators corresponding to the 
indicator function xl,,, rl in the Hilbert space L2[0, UZ), and A (1) is the 
differential second quantisation of the operator of multiplication by xlO,ll. A, 
and Al constitute a “quantum Brownian motion” in various senses [3], for 
instance, the duality transformation maps the Fock space onto the L2-space 
of Wiener measure in such a way that the process A&t) + A,(t) becomes 
multiplication by classical Brownian motion. However, this quantum 
Brownian motion exhibits certain singular features; for instance, every 
canonical pair linearly generated by the process is distributed as in the 
harmonic oscillator ground state and, though thus normally distributed, can 
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arise as the limit in the central limit theorem [4] only if all the summands 
themselves already have this same distribution. 
In this work we develop a theory of stochastic integration associated with 
a quantum Brownian motion which is not singular in this sense, being 
associated with a non-Fock extremal invariant state [9] of the C*-algebra of 
the CCR over L*[O, co), and such that each canonical pair linearly 
generated by the process is in a non-zero temperature state of the harmonic 
oscillator and can thus arise non-trivially as a limit state in the central limit 
theorem. 
The Fock vacuum vector is cyclic but not separating for the von Neumann 
algebra generated by the Fock quantum Brownian motion (which comprises 
all bounded operators on Fock space). The failure to separate makes the 
non-commutative L*-space corresponding to the Fock vacuum state a 
somewhat unwieldy object consisting of equivalence classes of operators 
whose actions on the vacuum coincide. The theory of [6] supplements the 
L2-seminorm determined by the vacuum by additional L’seminorms deter- 
mined by the coherent states, which serve to separate the elements of these 
equivalence classes. In the present theory the vacuum is both cyclic and 
separating for the relevant von Neumann algebra leading to a simplification 
and to the possibility of replacing operator-valued processes by the vector- 
valued processes got by action of the operators on the vacuum. 
For the present heory we are able to prove a Kunita-Watanabe theorem 
representing an arbitrary martingale (our definition precludes the possibility 
that a martingale fail to be square-integrable) as a stochastic integral plus a 
constant. We note that the gauge process A of [6] is a martingale which 
cannot be represented as a stochastic integral against the Fock quantum 
Brownian motion in the sense of [6]. It belongs to the null-space of the 
vacuum seminorm. Moreover it has no analog in the present heory. This is 
because the unitary operators infinitesimally generated by multiplication by 
xlo,tl are linear canonical transformations which, though unitarily 
implemented, are not unitarily implemented by operators belonging to the 
von Neumann algebra generated by the quantum Brownian motion, 
In [l] a non-commutative theory of stochastic integration, including a 
Kunita-Watanabe theorem, was developed which in its simplest form uses as 
integrator the process A i + A, where now Fermion rather than as here Boson 
second quantisation is used. This process is clearly the Fermion analog of 
classical Brownian motion and the martingale representation theorem a 
direct analog of the classical Kunita-Watanabe theorem. In the present work 
it is essential that we treat the processes A+ and A as independent integrators, 
not always occurring in the combination A + + A, so that even in the Boson 
case the theory is non-commutative and is an extension rather than an 
analog of the classical theory. 
In our development we find it convenient, as suggested in [7], to define all 
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processes as mutually adjoint pairs. The resulting symmetry also greatly 
simplifies the theory of [6]. 
The work is organised as follows, In Section 2 we review the necessary 
theory of second quantisation pertaining to the non-Fock extremal invariant 
state. In Section 3 we construct conditional expectations and show that these 
extend to pairs of mutually adjoint weakly affiliated operators. In Section 4 
we define the adapted processes of interest o us, together with the subspaces 
of simple, continuous, measurable and locally square integrable processes, 
showing that elements of the last subspace can be approximated by elements 
of the first (Proposition 4.1), and martingales which are necessarily 
continuous processes. We also define the basic quantum Brownian motion of 
the theory. In Section 5 we define the stochastic integral, which is itself an 
adapted process, first for simple integrands. Proposition 5.1, which is essen- 
tially the Ito product formula, establishes a local isometry property 
permitting the extension of the integral to locally square integrable 
integrands. In Proposition 5.2 we establish a partial analog of the formula of 
[6] expressing matrix elements of stochastic integrals as Riemann-Lebesgue 
integrals, which we use here to show that certain exponential martingales 
arise as solutions of stochastic differential equations. In Section 6 we 
establish our main result, Theorem 6.2, that every martingale differs by a 
multiple of the identity from a stochastic integral. Our proof is parallel to 
that of the classical Kunita-Watanabe theorem given in [8]. We wish to 
thank K. R. Parthasarathy for many useful discussions. 
We use the following notations and conventions. Inner products, denoted 
by (,), are linear on the right. 8 @ 8 denotes the algebraic tensor product 
of vector spaces 8, 8’; if they arefiilbert spaces 80 8’ denotes the Hilbert 
space completion. If T is an operator defined on !$, the ampliation T @ Z is 
the operator on 5 @ 8 which maps each product vector $0 4’ to T# 0 4’; 
if !?j and $j’ are Gilbert spaces and T is bounded then T @Z denotes the 
bounded extension to 8 @ 8’. The Hilbert space adjoint of an operator T is 
denoted by T*. We write T c S to indicate that the operator S is an 
extension of the operator T. We say that densely defined Hilbert space 
operators T, Tf are mutually adjoint if T+s T* (equivalently if T C Tt*). 
B(8) denotes the algebra of bounded operators on the Hilbert space sj. We 
write w” to denote a pair of objects (w, vt). s A t denotes the lesser of the 
real numbers s, t. If s < t ]:f denotes the Riemann-Lebesgue integral off 
over [s, t]. 
Let N be a von Neumann algebra acting in a Hilbert space 8 with 
cornmutant N’. If T, Tt are densely defined operators such that for 
arbitrary S E N’ S*Tt 5 (ST)* we say that TX is weakly aflliated with N. 
Clearly in this case T, Tt are mutually adjoint. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for (T, Tt) to be weakly affiliated to N is that for arbitrary 4” in 
the domain of p, (T+#+, S#) = (S*# f Td) for all S E N’. 
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Let B be a cyclic separating vector for N and let 2I.J be a weakly dense *- 
subalgebra of N’ containing I. Then there is a one-one correspondence 
between pairs P of operators with the common dense domain ZJB2 weakly 
affiliated to N, and pairs v/# of vectors satisfying 
(Wf& vl+> = (w, w*f& (WElq. (1.1) 
This is given by 
y*= Tw, 
PWs2 = Wy” (WE2-q. 
Indeed, given P and defining w# by (1.2), for arbitrary WE !lIl 
(WJZ, I//+) = (WR, T+f2) = (0, W*T+O) = (WTL?, 8) 
= (WY, a> = (WY W*fl) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
so that (1.1) is satisfied. Conversely given yx and defining TX by (1.3), for 
arbitrary W, , W, E ‘ID and S E N’, writing S = w-lim, S, with S, E !I& 
(STW, 0, W,f2) = li? (S, TW, R, W,l2) = li,m (S, W, w, W,f2) 
=liF(rq, W:Sz Wz12)=li~(W~S, W,B,IJJ+) 
= lim(S, W,fJ, W,y) = li$S, W,R, TW,Q) 
n 
= (SW,& T+W,O)= (W,R, S*T+W,O) 
showing that S*Tt E (ST)*, that is, r# is weakly affiliated to N. 
2. EXTREMAL UNIVERSALLY INVARIANT SECOND QUANTISATION 
Let $ be a Hilbert space. Denote by 
z-,(l)) = 6 p (2.1) n=O 
the symmetric (Boson) Fock space over b; here btn) is the symmetric 
subspace of the Hilbert space tensor product of n copies of b. For fE b 
denote by 
wdf) = (Lf,(2!)-1’2f@f, (39-“*f@fOf,*..) (2.2) 
the exponential vector (coherent state) labelled byf, and let ‘c/~ be the Fock 
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vacuum y/(O). For each element C of the * -semigroup G?‘(h) of contractions 
on b the Fock second quantisation I’,(C) of C is a contraction in r,(h) whose 
action on exponential vectors is 
To(C) vu-1 = v/(G-1. (2.3) 
The map C-t T,(C) is a *-semigroup morphism from g”(h) to G?(r,,($)) 
which is continuous in the strong operator topologies. For fE h the Fock 
annihilation and creation operators labelled by f are the mutually adjoint 
operators in J’,,(h) defined on the dense domain spanned by the exponential 
vectors by the actions 
df) w(g) = (f, g> u/(g), 4S)=~~(~+Ef)l&=0. (2.4) 
The Fock Weyl operator W,df) labelled by f E h is the unitary operator 
which acts on exponential vectors as 
W,(f) w(g) = e- (~/Z)l~~ll*-Re(f~~)~C/(g +f). (2.5) 
The mapf-t W,,(f) is strongly continuous and forms a representation of the 
canonical commutation relations (CCR) in that forf, g E h 
W,(f) W,(g) = e-irm(f*g) W,(f+ g). (2.6) 
As operators on the span of the exponential vectors 
af> W,(g) = F3w(~~f) + (f, gY0 (2.7) 
where (f, g)“= (f, g) in the case of a,df) and (g,f) in that of aidf). When 
h = IJ, @ h2 is a direct sum we make the identification 
z-o(b) = ~cl(bl) 0 ho (2.8) 
in which for& E $,,f2 E h2 
wul xh) = wvl) 0 wu2>* (2.9) 
Now let 6 be the dual of h. For/E h, TE B(h) define?E 6, FE B(i)) by 
f(g) = CL g>, Ff= (Tf)-. (2.10) 
We make the identification 
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in which 
wm = tvw-* 
The processes which concern us live in the Hilbert space 
ml) = To(t)) 0 (r,(b))-* 
In this space we define the vacuum vector 
Q = wo 0 4% 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
and for each C E a($) the second quantisation I’(C) E Q(T@)) by 
(2.13) 
The map C + r(C) inherits *-morphism and strong continuity properties 
from C + T,(C). 
Now let u2 be a real number greater than 1 fixed once and for all. Let A, ,U 
be the positive real numbers defined by A2 = f(o’ + l), p2 = +(a2 - 1) so 
that 
u2 =A2 +p2, A2 -p2 = 1. (2.14) 
It is easily seen that the operators FVdf),fE h, defined by 
vf) = wow-f) 0 @0(-P!) (2.15) 
are a strongly continuous representation of the CCR, for which 
(fi, WY) Q> = wt-!~2 Ilfll’>. (2.16) 
In fact (IV, 0) is a realisation of the cyclic representation of the CCR 
corresponding to an extremal universally invariant state of the C*-algebra of 
the CCR in the sense of [9]. We denote by N the von Neumann algebra 
generated by the operators Wdf), fE h. N is a type III factor whose 
commutant N’ is generated by the operators W’Gf),fE I), where 
W’(f) = wet-M-1 0 how>. (2.17) 
The map y+ W’(f) is a strongly continuous representation of the CCR over 
h and 
(Q, W’(f) Q> = fwt-$u2 11$11’). (2.18) 
The vacuum vector 0 is cyclic and separating for both N and N’. In view of 
the CCR, the linear span 2B of the operators W’(f),fE h is a weakly dense 
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*-subalgebra of N’ containing I. Thus there is a one-one correspondence 
between pairs p of operators with the common dense domain B = BM2 
weakly affiliated to N, and pairs tq” of vectors satisfying 
(w+T w’(f)* a> = (W’df) Q, vl), fE b, (2.19) 
given by 
I//“= TxJ2, (2.20) 
T’W’df) l2 = W’(f) I/? (2.21) 
Consider the vectors 
w = wo 0 4.7) wo 3 v+ = hkf> wo 0 lo (2.22) 
wherefE $. Using (2.17), (2.12), (2.5), (2.2), (2.7) and (2.4), we have 
(VT W’(g) 0) = dvo 0 4t.n @o, wet-M?) wo 0 how wo> 
=P ewt-W II gll’>G4.T) Wo9 @otk) iii,> 
=P ewt-W II gl12)(Wo~ aotT) @o@d PO> 
= P ewt-4~* II d2X~o~ ~oWtao(.T) + 4.E S)> PO> 
= 44gJT exp(-fo* II sll”) 
for arbitrary g E $, and a similar argument shows that (W’(f)* Q, v/p is 
given by the same expression. Thus wx satisfies (2.19). The corresponding 
operators, denoted by adf), a+(J) are the annihilation and creation operators 
for the representation corresponding tof. As operators on 8 
We shall need the following result for the orthogonality argument in the 
proof of the main theorem (6.1). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (w, ~3 satisfy the condition 
(u/T W./l Q> = -(wf>* a v3 (2.24) 
for arbitrary f E b, in addition to (2.19). Then w = vt = 0. 
Proof. Since the spans of the Wdf), W’cf) are weakly dense in N, N’ 
respectively, (2.24), (2.19) imply that 
($9 w3 E up, (WV w3 E F’ 
respectively, where U is the unitary map (& , ti2) + (-42, $1) from 5 @ 8 to 
8 @ $ and F?, ,!3” are the graphs of the adjoints of the linear operators 
(T&l)- + T*0, T E N, Sa+(S*a)-,SEN’ 
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respectively. But these operators are mutually adjoint [2], and so U. C 
(F’)‘. Hence w”= 0. a 
If $ = lj, @ h2 is a direct sum then, corresponding to (2.8), there is an 
identification 
0) = ml) 0 wh) (2.25) 
in which, with an obvious notation, 
f2=S2,@Q,, (2.26) 
WY; ,f*> = w-d 0 Wf2)7 W'(f, ,f*) = W'dr;) 0 W'Y;) (2.27) 
and 
a”(fi,f*)=axdfi)~r+z~aXV;). (2.29) 
3. CONDITIONAL EXPECTATIONS 
Henceforth we let $ = L*[O, co), and we write $’ = L*[O, t] for t > 0. We 
set 8 = T(h), 8’ = r(h’), an we denote by .ld’, N’, N’, 8’, and so on the d 
various constructions of Section 2 in which h is replaced by h’. For each 
f~ L&,[O, co) we denote by f’ the restriction off to [0, t] regarded as an 
element of h’ and we set f, =f&,ll, 
Corresponding to the natural decomposition h= h’ @ L*(t, co) we have in 
accordance with (2.25) that sj = a’ @ 8(fVw) where si)‘*Oo) =r(L*(t, a~)), 
and, from (2.26), 
a = Q’ @ Q-J). 
From (2.27) we have for eachfE Lf,,[O, a~) 
w&) = mf') 0 1, Iv'(&) = W'(y) @I, 
and from (2.29) that, as operators on B = 8’ @ &f@), 
@(.fJ = a(.f’> @ 1. 
We set 
N,=N’@Z 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
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so that N( is generated by the W(f,), fE h. The commutant of N, is 
N; = N” @ B(!jj(‘*@). 
For TEN we define E’[T] E I?($‘) by 
and E,[ T] E II(!$) by E, [T] = E’[T] @I. Then forfE h it is easily seen that 
~fPW71 =ev(+Nfll’ - llf,ll’N rycf,> (3.4) 
from which, since the map E, is weakly continuous and N is the weak 
closure of the span of the W(f), it follows that E, maps N to Nf. We now 
extend the map E, to pairs of mutually adjoint operators with common 
domain B weakly affiliated to N. 
Thus, let T# be such a pair, and let IV*= T#Q be the corresponding 
vectors satisfying (2.19). Let ~7 = I##@ 0 ~7~) be the projections of these 
vectors on the closed subspace $j’ @ Ocf@) of 8. Then for arbitrary fE h 
A similar argument shows that 
(w’(f’)*n’, V/l+)= (w’(f,)*a w>. 
Since @ satisfies (2.19) in particular with f replaced by f, we have 
(I#, W’(f’) 0’) = (w’(f’)* f?‘, u/f+). 
Since f’ is arbitrary in h’ we conclude that there exist mutually adjoint 
operators E’[P] with domain 8’ weakly affiliated to N’ such that for all 
j-E I) E’[ 7+] W’(f’) a’ = W’(J’) ty’? 
We define the conditional expectation given Nf of T# to be the ampliations 
E,[ P] = E’[ P] @ Z of these operators to 8”” @ $jCf*Oo). When T and Tt are 
bounded this defi;ition of E, reduces to the previous one. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The operators E, [ T”] are weakly aflliated to N!. 
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Proof. Let fbj E 8’, vi E $jCt@), j = 1,2, S E N”, VE B($j”*“‘). Since 
the Et [ P] are weakly affiliated to N’, 
Since vectors of the form dj @ vj span the domain 8’ @ t,uj of the E,[P], we 
have 
for arbitrary x1, x2 in this domain. Since linear combinations of product 
operators S @ Y are weakly dense in the commutant N” @ B(8’t.a”) we 
obtain the result. l 
We denote by Et the projector onto $j’ 0 Q(‘+“. In fact 
Et = Wt) 
where P, is the projector onto the subspace $, of elements of $ vanishing on 
(t, co), as is seen by comparing actions on the total family of vectors 
PV(f)J?. Since the P, form a resolution of the identity on [O, ~YJ) we obtain 
from the * -morphism and continuity properties of the second quantisation 
map that Et is strongly continuous in t, that Et + I strongly as t -+ co, and 
that 
E,Et = Es,,. 
From the latter we obtain the corresponding property of conditional expec- 
tations 
4. ADAPTED PROCESSES 
DEFINITION 4.1. An adapred process is a pair FX= (Fr, t > 0) of 
operator-valued functions on [0, co) such that for each t > 0 
(a) F,, Ff are the ampliations to 8’ 0 $jjcrVao) of operators F’, F’t in sj’ 
with common domain 8’, 
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(b) F’, F’+ are mutually adjoint and affiliated to ZV’ so that 
(F’(, T$‘) = (T*#, F’+#‘) (#, 4’ E 2?, T E N”). (4.1) 
Thus there is a one-one correspondence between adapted processes F” and 
pairs w”= (VT, t > 0) of vector-valued functions on [0, 00) such that for 
each t>O andfEh 
(a’) yr= ytx@ Q(r*m) where y’, I$ + are vectors in b’, (4.2) 
@‘I (y’, W’(f’) at> = (w’(f’)* f2’, I//+> (4.3) 
or equivalently 
(b”) (wt, W’ti) a> = (w’u)* 03 wt9. (4.4) 
Henceforth we write F#(t) for Fr, @(t) for ~7. We call y”= (@((I). 
t > 0) the associated vector process of F” and denote it by I&. Note that 
y;(t) = F#(t) 0 
and that F” is recovered from I& by the actions 
FW W’(f) Q = w’(f) v&t). 
We say that the adapted process F is simple if there exists an increasing 
sequence t,, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., with t = 0 and t, +,, co such that for each n > 0 
and t E [t,, t,, + r), F#(t) G F#(t,) (equivalently y,(t) = ty&J), measurable 
(resp. continuous) if I& is strongly measurable (resp. continuous) as a 
function of t, loca& square-integrable if it is measurable and J$ (( &I’ < co 
for each t > 0, and a martingale if, whenever t > s > 0, E,[F#(t)] = Fys). 
We denote by @, Q,, GY,, GPI, and Y& the complex vector spaces of all 
adapted, simple, continuous, measurable and locally square-integrable 
processes respectively, and by & the space of all martingales. The 
corresponding spaces of associated vector processes are denoted by d, d,, 
@,, 4, -@:, and 2, respectively. Clearly a necessary and sufficient 
condition w# E d belong to 2 is that whenever t > s > 0 
Es v”(t) = w”(s). 
From this it is clear that 1 c a,. 
(4.5 ) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let FXE gk;,z,. Then there exists a sequence F,“, 
n = 1, 2,..., of elements of C7, such that for all t > 0 
j; II - FfC'(s)) a II* ds = (,I II w,*(s) - u/,",(s)ll' ds2 0. (4.6) 
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Proof. The proof is a straightforward modification of that of [7, 
Proposition 3. I], namely, denoting by ), the probability density n~t~,,-~~, if 
G:(t) = I’ #,(t - s) F#(s) ds, 
0 
then Gz is a continuous process, 
and if Ff is defined. by 
F;(s) 5 Gf(m2 -“) whenm2-“<s<(m+1)2-” 
then Ff E a, and satisfies (4.6). 1 
We now define the basic process against which we will form stochastic 
integrals. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Quantum Brownian motion of variance o2 is the 
adapted process AX where for t > 0 
where 1 is the function identically‘ 1 on [0, co) regarded as an element of 
L kc PT cm 1. 
The associated vector process is given by 
in view of (2.22). From (2.23) it follows that as operators on 8’ @ B(‘@) 
where the At(t) constitute the Fock creation and annihilation processes of 
[6]. The essentially self-adjoint operators 
P(t) = 2-“‘i(A+(t) -A(t)), Q(t) = 2-“‘(A+(t) + A(t)), t > 0, 
form a canonical Wiener process in the sense of [3]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let t > s > 0. Let M#, F#, GX be the ampliations to 
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8s @ ,$j(S@) of mutually adjoint operators M”$; FSX, GSx in !$,” with common 
domain BS which are weakly afiliated to NS. Then the operators 
L = M + F(A +(t) - A +(s)) + G+(A (t) - A(s)), 
L + = M+ $ G(A +(t) -A t(s)) + F+(A (t) -A (s)) 
are the ampliations to 8’0 &j(‘*O”’ of mutually adjoint operators L’” in 8’ 
with common domain 8’ weakly afiliated to N’. Moreover 
L-J = M”fi” @ Q(S.cO) + FSQS @ (Aa;(f (S,t’) wb”,” @ @‘I) @ Q(-’ 
+ Gs+as @ (I&*” @p&,&i (s,t’) I,@“) @ slbf@), (4.8) 
LtJJ = MStJ-p @ fJCS3co) + GSQS @ (La:@ (S.t’) w($” @ ,&d) @ Q(t.03) 
f FS+,f2(;IS @ (I/@” @p&(f WI) ptl) @ Q(W) 
0 (4.9) 
where ll(s7t1 denotes the function identically 1 on (s, t]. 
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the operators L# are well 
defined on the domain 8’0 $(‘%*‘, are the ampliations of operators L’ in 8’ 
with common domain 8’ and act on the vacuum according to (4.8) and 
(4.9). Expressing the right-hand sides of (4.8) and (4.9) in the form 
t,u’ @ QCLva), I#+ 0 52@@), respectively, where 
,# = M”fJS @ Q(S,t’ + f’SQS @ (lai(j ht’) ,&.‘I @ @‘I) 
+ Gs+Qs @ (y/r”’ @ @J(j WI) py1, > 
,/t = @J&IS @ f-J@.” + G”fJS @ (lad(j (S-t’) ,y~~” @ @‘I) 
+ Fs+RS @ (I&‘~ @ @t(q WI) qyl) 
we verify that the vectors vtX satisfy the condition (2.19) for the 
corresponding operators L ‘# to be weakly afftliated to N’ by writing, for 
arbitraryf’ E b’, 
W’(f’) = W’(y) @ W’(.F’) 
and applying the condition (2.19) for the weak affiliation to NS of the Pairs 
MS”‘, F”*, GS* together with the weak affiliation to NC’*‘] of the 
operators (2.23) in which we takef= ll (S,t’. 1 
5. STOCHASTIC INTEGRATION 
Let F, GE @,, so that there exits a sequence 0 = to < t, < t2 < *.. < 
t, --Pi co such that for t E [t, , t, + 1) 
F:“(t) c F,X, Gqt) g G: (5.1) 
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where Fc = F#(t,), Gf = G#(t,). We define the stochastic integral M* of the 
pair (F”, G#) inductively by M#(O) = 0 and for t, < t < t,, I 
M(t) = M(h) + FAA +(t) - A +(t,>) + G,t<A (4 - A (t,>), P-2) 
M+(t) = M+(t,) + G,(A +(t) - A +(t,)) + F&4(t) -A@,)). (5.3) 
In view of Proposition 4.2, MX is a well-defined adapted process, We write 
M(t)=j*(FdA++ G+aX), M+(t) = if (G dA + + F+ dA). (5.4) 
0 0 
The differential notation 
dM=FaX++G+dA 
indicates that M” differs from the stochastic integral of (F”, G#) by a 
multiple of the identity operator. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let My be the stochastic integral of (Fjr, G,f), j = 1,2. 
Then for each t > 0 
(hf,(r), v,,(r)) = j,’ @‘(VF,W, w,,(s)) +P’od,w~ d,(s)>1 ds, (5.5) 
oYlf,(t>, v/L,(r)) = j; ~~‘h3,W~ w,,(s)) +P2(d,w9 d,(sN ds- (5.6) 
In particular, if M# is the stochastic integral of (F”, G#) then 
llw,Wll’= I,’ ~~‘IIv,(s)l1* +p2 IIdWtl*, ds, (5.7) 
IIwiAt>ll’= j; ~~‘Ilw&II* +p2 llw$@N2~ ds. (5.8) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that both (F:, Gr) and 
(Ff, Gf) satisfy (5.1). For t, < t < tn+i, using (5.2), (5.3), (4.8) and (4.9), 
and noticing that the three vectors occurring on the right-hand sides of (4.8) 
and (4.9) lie in three mutually orthogonal subspaces of Sj, we have 
oh ,(th v/,,w 
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Equation (5.5) now follows by induction and a similar argument establishes 
(5.6). I 
Now let Fe, G#E Y&. By Proposition 4.1 there exist F,#, G,# E @, , 
n = 1, 2,..., such that for arbitrary t > 0 
Set M,(t) = ji (F,,dA’ + GL dA). Using the linearity of the stochastic 
integral we see from (5.7) and (5.8) that the sequences v:,(t) are Cauchy for 
each t, moreover their limits I&) do not depend on the choice of the 
sequences Ff, G,# in LX’,. The vectors I@#@) inherit from the v:,(t) a 
factorisation of the form (4.2). Also for arbitraryfE h, 
= lip (W’(f,)* 0, vi!&)) 
= (w’(L)* Q,v+ @I). 
Hence @E a. We define the corresponding adapted process M” to be the 
stochastic integral of the pair (F “, Gq. Thus stochastic integration is 
extended to Y&. Clearly Proposition 5.1 holds for the extended integral. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let M# be the stochastic integral of (F”, G#). Then for 
arbitrary f E h and and t > 0 
In particular 
<a %f(f)) = 0. (5.10) 
ProoJ Assume first that F#, GX are simple, satisfying (5.1). For 
t, -c t<t,,, using (4.8), (2.15) and (2.7), 
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Hence (5.9) holds in this case. More generally we approximate F’, C*E 4q& 
by simple processes Ff, Gr so th t a am = lim, am”, where Mf is the 
stochastic integral of (Ff, Gg. Using the inequalities 
/I’ Wtf) 0, A??? (WAS) - vl,,($> + d-(s) (w:(s) - d,(s))) ds j 
0 
< I ’ {A’ If(s)lll(vAs) - w~,(s)Il +P’ I ds>lll(w&) - wf;,(s)ll ds} 
~~~~j~l1(1),'ds\!:,viDi-.,s)I" 
+P2~j~,g(s),'ds~j~I~6(S)--WE~(S)/'ds 
is it clear that we can pass to the limit of simple approximations in (5.9). 1 
PROPOSITION 5.3. For f E IJ and t > 0 define 
y(t) = ,(1m75211fl Il'pqfJ 
Then Wf” is a martingale, moreover 
q(')=I+j)fwyA+-fwlw (5.11) 
Proof. It is clear from (3.2) that W,E 02 and from (3.4) that W, is a 
martingale. Being a martingale W,E aC. By the unitarity of the W(jJ it is 
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clear that wAt> is locally bounded and from this it follows that the processes 
(fw,), (Jw,> E Y&. Hence the stochastic integral on the right-hand side of 
(5.11) is well defined. To prove (5.11) we evaluate 
_ 2e”‘=‘Z11ft112 
i 
; (Wdf,) ~2, u2 jj+)i eCli~)~z~~fs~~2 Wdf,) 0) &, 
using the unitarity of W(f,), (5.7), (2.16), (5.10) and (5.9), respectively, 
using the CCR and (2.16). Writing 
fs2 If( 2 eu/2b*(l/frll*- Ilfrfs 112) = d (,w2bwf~ IIZ- llf-Is IF)) ds 
and using the fundamental theorem of calculus, we see that this vanishes, 
hence the result. i 
6. THE MARTINGALE REPRESENTATION THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let F#, G”E 4k;& and let M” be their stochastic 
integral. Then Mr is a martingale. 
Proof. Let t > s > 0 and f E h. Using (3.3) and (5.9) we have 
(W(f) f% Es vdf)) = (4 WV) fk v.&>) 
= e-(~~2mvl12- llfsl12’( W(f,) 0, y,(t)) 
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Since the vectors Wdf) R, fE h, are total in $j it follows that E, v/,(t) = 
am. A similar argument shows that E, y,&(t) = vi(s). Thus the associated 
vector process of MX satisfies the condition (4.5) for MX to be a 
martingale. I 
Our main theorem is the converse of this proposition. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let M# be a martingale. Then there exist unique Ff 
GX E Q$ such that 
dM=FdA++G+dA. 
Proof. Our proof is motivated by that of the classical Kunita-Watanabe 
theorem in [8]. 
Let t > 0. Denote by 9; the subspace of .Yf,, comprising all locally 
square integrable processes F” for which F”(s) = 0 whenever s > t. Equip 4p: 
with the norm given by 
lIFxllz = i’ (A2 II w&N2 + P’ II dWl12) ds. (6.1) 
0 
Equipped with this norm Yf is a Hilbert space. Indeed, to establish 
completeness, let F,X, n = 1,2,..., be a Cauchy sequence and set 
ly,ys) = yI,xn(s), It = 1,2 ).... 
The pair (Awn, j@f), n = 1,2 ,..., form a Cauchy sequence in the Hilbert 
space L2([0, co); !jj @ 8) of 8 @ g-valued functions on [0, co). Denote the 
limit of this sequence by (&,,uI$). Then there is a subsequence (nw,, pt,3ij) 
which converges pointwise almost everywhere on [0, co) to (J~,,~tj7+). 
Replacing v(s) and w+(s) by zero at points of non-convergence, we see that 
t+P(t) = 0 for s > t and that t@(s) satisfies the condition (2.19) for all 
s E [0, co). Moreover, writing each v”,(s) in the form (4.2) it is clear that the 
limits v+(s) have the same form. Hence I,V# is the associated vector process 
580/61411 
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of a locally square integrable process F”E 9;. Clearly Fr-r,, I;# in the 
sense of the norm (6.1). 
We denote by 4 the subspace of A comprising martingales M” for which 
w(s) E M@(t) whenever s > t. We equp 4 with the norm 
11~“112 = II %f(t>l12 + II w2xt)ll’* 
Then the map A!#+-+ (yM(t), pb(t)) is isometric from 4 onto the orthogonal 
complement { (W’(jJ L?, -lV(jJ* fi):fE h} * in !& @ al. In particular J$ 
is a Hilbert space. 
In view of (5.7) and (5.8) together with Proposition 6.1 the map 
(6.2) 
is isometric from the Hilbert space 9: @ 2: to 4. It follows from (5.10) 
that the orthogonal complement of the range of this map contains the 
identity; we prove that it consists precisely of the multiples of I. Indeed if 
M# E 4 is orthogonal to the range of the isometry (6.2) and also to I then it 
follows from (5.11) that M” is orthogonal to the martingale Wf”, that is, 
for every f E h. From this it follows, using the definition of W,, that the 
vectors &, v/z in $j’ satisfy the condition 
for arbitrary f’ E h’. Combining this with the condition (4.3) satisfied by 
these vectors and using Proposition 2.1 we obtain that MX= 0 as required. It 
follows that for every martingale M# E 4 we can write 
M(t)=LZ+j’(FdA’+G’dA) 
0 
and hence, since both sides are martingales constant beyond s = t, 
M(s)=AZ+~s(Fd4’+G’d4) (6.3) 
0 
for arbitrary s > 0, for unique F’, G* E 9;. 
Now let MX be an arbitrary element of A. For each t > 0 define M1 E 4 
by M,(s) = WI, s < t; M,(s) G Wt), s > t. 
By (6.3) we can write 
M,(S) = L,Z + I’ (I;&4 t + GI d4) 
0 
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for unique Fr, Gr E .S$. F rom the uniqueness of this representation and 
the fact that M,(r) = M,(z) for t ,< t < s, it follows that for t < s 
Hence there exist A E G and F#, G” E 9,& such that for all t > 0 
But then for arbitrary t > 0 we have the representation 
M(t)=M,(c)=II+If(FdAt+GtdA) 
0 
as required. Uniqueness is clear. I 
Note added in proof. In IlO] stochastic integrals with respect to a class of integrators 
including the components on quantum Brownian motion are constructed as vector valued 
processes, and sufficient conditions for these to be expressible as operator valued processes 
acting on a cyclic vector are given. Our formalism may be used to show that the various 
closable operators defined there, whose actions coincide on the cyclic vector (4,6) have 
common closure. 
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